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I n t ro d u C t I o n

i coULD tAste the sWeetness oF LiBrAries from day 
one. Their wealth of interesting and exciting books instantly appealed 
to my love of learning and exploring new worlds. When i entered the 
fourth grade, the school librarian asked if i might be interested in serving 
as a student helper in our elementary school library. Like a kid in a candy 
store, i eagerly agreed and was soon spending my extra time shelving 
books, filing checkout cards, and manning the circulation desk. This new 
role as a steward taking care of this magical place thrilled me to no end. 
And thus my career as a librarian was born.

The fulfilling journey that followed—in my many roles as a student 
library assistant and professional librarian—not only helped to satisfy my 
constant intellectual thirst for researching and organizing information, 
but also showed me what an important function libraries play in the 
education of society. By providing free access to information for all, 
libraries help to preserve democratic values, and that realization made 
me very proud to be a librarian.

however, more recently i grew disenchanted with the profession to 
which i had already given many years of my life. The stress of budget 
cuts, downsizing, poor salaries, and ever-changing technology forced me 
to question why i had become a librarian. in hopes of finding comfort as 
well as an answer to this conundrum, i sought out words of inspiration 
that might describe libraries and librarians in their true, untarnished 
light. to my delight, what i found was a treasure trove of quotations and 
anecdotes that indeed rekindled my love for the profession.

This Librarian’s Book of Quotes is a selection of approximately two 
hundred quotes that for me most celebrate librarianship. As you will 
soon discover, the voices offering us these gems of wit and wisdom are 
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people both famous and not-so-famous, library users and librarians, some 
contemporary and others long since passed. With sincerity and humor, 
libraries and librarians are commended from a multitude of perspectives: 
as champions of democracy, warriors against censorship, preservers of 
knowledge, navigators of the information landscape, and providers of a 
welcoming community center and safe haven for the human spirit.

may these words help to inspire all of us who have given ourselves to 
this noble profession. or, if nothing else, at least give us a delicious “taste” 
of it, as in the words of the librarian and bibliographer r. Lee hadden: 
“Liberrian: one who picks liberries from wild liberry bushes and makes 
a liberry pie.”
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Come take choice  
of all my library, 
And so beguile  
thy sorrow.

William shakespeare, TiTus Andronicus
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Th’ first thing to have in a libry is a shelf. Fr’m time to time 
this can be decorated with lithrachure. But th’ shelf is th’ 
main thing.

Finley peTer dunne, Mr. dooley sAys

A

The student has his Rome, his whole glowing Italy, 
within the four walls of his library. He has in his books 
the ruins of an antique world and the glories of a 
modern one.

henry WadsWorTh longFelloW,  
Hyperion: A roMAnce

B

America’s libraries are the fruits of a great democracy. 
They exist because we believe that memory and truth are 
important. They exist because we believe that information 
and knowledge are not the exclusive domain of a certain 
type or class of person but rather the province of all who 
seek to learn. A democratic society holds these institutions 
in high regard.

roberT s. marTin aT a house subCommiTTee 
 hearing on eduCaTion
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Libraries are as the shrines where all the relics of the 
ancient saints, full of true virtue, and that without 
delusion or imposture, are preserved and reposed.

FranCis baCon, THe Tvvoo bookes of frAncis bAcon:  
of THe proficience And AduAnceMenT of leArning, 

diuine And HuMAne

K

The librarian of today, and it will be true still more of the 
librarians of tomorrow, are not fiery dragons interposed 
between the people and the books. They are useful public 
servants, who manage libraries in the interest of the public 
. . . Many still think that a great reader, or a writer of books, 
will make an excellent librarian. This is pure fallacy.

sir William osler,  
librAry AssociATion record 17 (1917)

1

A truly great library contains 
something in it to offend everyone.

Jo godWin
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Librarians wield unfathomable power. With a flip of the 
wrist they can hide your dissertation behind piles of old 
Field and Stream magazines. They can find data for your 
term paper that you never knew existed. They may even 
point you toward new and appropriate subject headings. 
People become librarians because they know too much. 
Their knowledge extends beyond mere categories. They 
cannot be confined to disciplines. Librarians are all-
knowing and all-seeing. They bring order to chaos. They 
bring wisdom and culture to the masses. They preserve 
every aspect of human knowledge. Librarians rule . . .

eriCa olsen, librarianavengers.org

C

If librarianship is the connecting of people to ideas—
and I believe that is the truest definition of what we 
do—it is crucial to remember that we must keep and 
make available, not just good ideas and noble ideas, 
but bad ideas, silly ideas, and yes, even dangerous and 
wicked ideas.

graCeanne a. deCandido, “TeChnology is The CampFire 
around WhiCh We Tell our sTories”



Don’t join the book burners.  
Don’t think you’re going to 
conceal faults by concealing 
evidence that they never existed. 
Don’t be afraid to go in your 
library and read every book.

dWighT d. eisenhoWer,  
CommenCemenT address, darTmouTh College, 1953



My two favorite things in life are 
libraries and bicycles. They both 
move people forward without 
wasting anything. The perfect 
day: riding a bike to the library.

peTer golkin, as quoTed aT WordsmiTh.org
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A good library is a place, a palace where the lofty spirits 
of all nations and generations meet.

samuel niger, geklibene sHrifTn 

j

If this nation is to be wise as well as strong, if we are 
to achieve our destiny, then we need more new ideas 
for more wise men reading more good books in more 
public libraries. These libraries should be open to 
all—except the censor. We must know all the facts and 
hear all the alternatives and listen to all the criticisms. 
Let us welcome controversial books and controversial 
authors. For the Bill of Rights is the guardian of our 
security as well as our liberty.

John F. kennedy, sATurdAy review, 29 oCTober 1960

3

You must live feverishly in a library. Colleges are not going 
to do you any good unless you are raised and live in a 
library every day of your life.

ray bradbury, wriTer’s digesT, February 1976

. .
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Nutrimentum spiritus. (Food for the soul.)

insCripTion on The berlin royal library

1

A book is a fragile creature, it suffers the wear of time, 
it fears rodents, the elements and clumsy hands . . . 
so the librarian protects the books not only against 
mankind but also against nature and devotes his life to 
this war with the forces of oblivion.

umberTo eCo, THe nAMe of THe rose

S

The library connects us with the insight and knowledge, 
painfully extracted from Nature, of the greatest minds that 
ever were, with the best teachers, drawn from the entire 
planet and from all our history, to instruct us without 
tiring, and to inspire us to make our own contribution to 
the collective knowledge of the human species. I think 
the health of our civilization, the depth of our awareness 
about the underpinnings of our culture and our concern 
for the future can all be tested by how well we support 
our libraries.

Carl sagan, cosMos

.
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The library is the temple of learning, and learning has 
liberated more people than all the wars in history.

Carl roWan, as quoTed in AMericAn librAries,  
February 1995

c

The library is not a shrine for the worship of books. It is 
not a temple where literary incense must be burned or 
where one’s devotion to the bound book is expressed 
in ritual. A library, to modify the famous metaphor of 
Socrates, should be the delivery room for the birth of 
ideas—a place where history comes to life.

norman Cousins, AlA bulleTin, oCTober 1954

V

The richest person in the world—in fact, all the riches 
in the world—couldn’t provide you with anything 
like the endless, incredible loot available at your local 
library. You can measure the awareness, the breadth 
and the wisdom of a civilization, a nation, a people by 
the priority given to preserving these repositories of all 
that we are, all that we were, or will be.

malColm Forbes, forbes, 16 February 1981



CuRse AgAInsT  
Book sTeALeRs

For him that stealeth a Book from this 
Library, let it change into a serpent 
in his hand and rend him. Let him be 
struck with Palsy, and all his Members 
blasted. Let him languish in Pain cry-
ing aloud for Mercy and let there be 
no surcease to his Agony till he sink 
in Dissolution. Let Bookworms gnaw 
his entrails in token of the Worm that 
dieth not, and when at last he goeth to 
his final Punishment, let the flames of 
Hell consume him for ever and aye.

Monastery of san Pedro, Barcelona
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A library is never—for lovers of the written word—simply 
a place for conserving or storing books but rather a sort of 
living creature with a personality and even moods which 
we should understand and learn to live with.

FranCisCo márquez villanueva

K

The time was when a library was very like a museum and 
the librarian a mouser in musty books. The time is when 
the library is a school and the librarian in the highest 
sense a teacher.

melvil deWey, AMericAn librAry JournAl, sepTember 1876

t

Be a little careful of your Library. Do you foresee what 
you will do with it? Very little to be sure. But the real 
question is, What it will do with you? You will come 
here & get books that will open your eyes, & your ears, 
& your curiosity, & turn you inside out or outside in.

ralph Waldo emerson, eMerson in His JournAls
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ReAL gIFTs

The best things in life are really free 
Love, honor, a noble mind . . . 
And my local library.

beverly Tona, buffAlo news, 20 sepTember 2000

2

No university in the world has ever risen to greatness 
without a correspondingly great library . . . When this is no 
longer true, then will our civilization have come to an end.

laWrenCe Clark poWell, AT THe HeArT of THe MATTer

Q

Even the most misfitting child 
Who’s chanced upon the library’s worth, 
Sits with the genius of the Earth 
And turns the key to the whole world.

Ted hughes, “hear iT again”



We have preserved the 
Book, and the Book 
has preserved us.

david ben-gurion, as quoTed in Joseph l. barron’s 
 A TreAsury of JewisH QuoTATions
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Not surprisingly, one good way to start designing an 
essential school is to plan a library and let its shadow 
shape the rest.

Theodore sizer

D

[Libraries are] a kind of communism which the least 
revolutionary among us may be proud to advocate.

Joseph Chamberlain, as quoTed in 
 John J. ogle’s THe free librAry

W

Shelved around us lie 
The mummied authors.

bayard Taylor, THe poeT’s JournAl

C

Libraries will get you through times of no money better 
than money will get you through times of no libraries.

anne herberT, THe nexT wHole eArTH cATAlog
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A library is not a luxury but one of the necessities of life.

henry Ward beeCher

o

There is no better way in this world to lose something 
forever than to misfile it in a big library.

norman maClean, young Men And fire

F

This is a library. Kids and adventurers welcome. All others 
stay out.

dean koonTz, cold fire

V

Librarians . . . possess a vast store of politeness. These are 
people who get asked regularly the dumbest questions 
on God’s green earth. These people tolerate every kind of 
crank and eccentric and mouth-breather there is.

garrison keillor, A prAirie HoMe coMpAnion,  
13 deCember 1997



I’ve been drunk for 
about a week now,  
and I thought it might 
sober me up  
to sit in a library.

F. sCoTT FiTzgerald, THe greAT gATsby
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In the nonstop tsunami of global information, librarians 
provide us with floaties and teach us how to swim.

linTon Weeks, wAsHingTon posT, 13 January 2001

1

My experience with public libraries is that 

the first volume of the book I inquire for 

is out, unless I happen to want the second, 

then that is out.

oliver Wendell holmes sr.,  
THe poeT AT THe breAkfAsT TAble

K

A library . . . is . . . a quiet storage place, and what it 
stores is the memory of the human race. It is a place for 
the soft rustle of pages and the quiet stir of thoughts over 
the reading tables.

John Ciardi, saTurday revieW, 26 augusT 1961
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Shera’S Two LawS of CaTaLoguing

Law #1: no cataloger will accept the work of any other 
cataloger.

Law #2: no cataloger will accept his/her own work six 
months after the cataloging.

Jesse shera

K

Librarians are librarians: they are not caregivers, 
nurturers, social workers, surrogate parents, welfare 
agents, or therapists. When all is said and done, their role 
is straightforward: they gather stuff, impose some order 
on said stuff, and make the stuff available to the public.

blaise Cronin, librAry JournAl, 15 may 2002

3

Our libraries are not cloisters for an elite. They are for 
the people, and if they are not used, the fault belongs to 
those who do not take advantage of their wealth.

louis l’amour, educATion of A wAndering MAn



At the moment that we persuade 
a child, any child, to cross that 
threshold, that magic threshold 
into a library, we change their lives 
forever, for the better.

baraCk obama, keynoTe address, 
 ala annual ConFerenCe, 2005
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There are too many books in every public library, and 
not enough people to dust them.

evan esar, 20,000 Quips And QuoTes

K

There are only two kinds of people who 

believe themselves able to read a MARC 

record without referring to a stack of 

manuals: a handful of our top catalogers, 

and those on serious drugs.

roy TennanT, librAry JournAl, 15 oCTober 2002

m

The fact that we as librarians will also tell you what 
time it is or where the bathroom is does not mean 
that we’re not doing some serious question alchemy 
to help you find most things. The best reference 
interactions are ones in which the patrons find what 
they want and are not even aware that the librarians 
have been giving them reference interviews the 
entire time.

Jessamyn WesT, coMpuTers in librAries, oCTober 2003
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Libraries are the one american institution you shouldn’t 
rip off.

barbara kingsolver, AniMAl dreAMs 

o

So the America I loved still exists, if not in the White 
House or the Supreme Court or the Senate or the House of 
Representatives or the media. The America I love still exists 
at the front desks of our public libraries.

kurT vonneguT Jr., in THese TiMes, 6 augusT 2004

J

Headnotes arranged vertically make a digest. 
Headnotes arranged horizontally make a textbook. 
Textbooks arranged alphabetically make an 
encyclopedia. Every few years some investigator has 
to disintegrate one of these works into its constituent 
atoms, add some more headnotes from recent 
decisions, stir well, and give us the latest book on the 
subject. And so law libraries grow.

zeChariah ChaFee Jr., HArvArd lAw review 30, no. 3 (1917)



when i was just a baby,  
before i could speak 
i would line up all my letter  
blocks alphabetically 
and now it’s my vocation  
and my passion to assign 
every decimal-numbered shelf  
to every decimal-numbered spine

i’m a librarian, i’m a librarian 
and i like it quiet  
so the pages can be heard 
i’m a librarian, i’m a librarian 
and i do it for the love of the word

JonaThan rundman, “librarian,”  
From The album public librAry, 2004
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One gets thrilled and frightened at the same time in the 
presence of a library because it reminds one about one’s 
past, present, and, most, of the possibilities of the future.

bill moyers, world of ideAs

F

We cannot have good libraries until we first have good 
librarians—properly educated, professionally recognized, 
and fairly rewarded.

herberT s. WhiTe, librAry JournAl, 15 november 1999

B

Here, then, is the point at which I see the new mission 
of the librarian rise up incomparably higher than all 
those preceding. up until the present, the librarian has 
been principally occupied with the book as a thing, 
as a material object. From now on he must give his 
attention to the book as a living function. He must 
become a policeman, master of the raging book.

José orTega y gasseT, address, inTernaTional Congress 
oF bibliographers and librarians, 1934
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Most of you didn’t think that helping people share books 
would be a subversive act . . . Yet the fact is you have 
chosen a profession that has become radical.

naomi klein, “Why being a librarian is a radiCal ChoiCe”

D

The categories that a reader brings to a reading, and the 
categories in which that reading itself is placed—the 
learned social and political categories, and the physical 
categories into which a library is divided—constantly 
modify one another in ways that appear, over the years, 
more or less arbitrary or more or less imaginative . . . 
Whatever categories have been chosen, every library 
tyrannizes the act of reading and forces the reader—the 
curious reader, the alert reader—to rescue the book 
from the category to which it has been condemned.

alberTo manguel, A HisTory of reAding

E

The public library is one of the few places left where one 
can be private.

laWrenCe Clark poWell
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The point of a library’s existence is not persuasion or 
evangelism, but knowledge. It is irrelevant to the good 
library whether, as an institution, it shares or promotes your 
core values or mine, or the Attorney General’s or Saddam 
Hussein’s. The library is always an instrument of choice, and 
the choice is always yours, not your elected or designated 
leaders.

roberT hughes, AMericAn librAries, augusT 2002

V

Make thy books thy companions.  
Let thy cases and shelves be thy  
pleasure grounds and gardens.

Judah ibn Tibbon, “eThiCal Will”

X

One of the powerful functions of a library—any 
library—lies in its ability to take us away from worlds 
that are familiar and comfortable and into ones which 
we can neither predict nor control, to lead us down new 
roads whose contours and vistas provide us with new 
perspectives.

riChard F. Thomas, HArvArd MAgAzine, may-June 1997



Libraries and museums 
are the DNA of our 
culture.

varTan gregorian,  
keynoTe address,  

WhiTe house ConFerenCe 
 on sChool libraries
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The free library is a living room to an ordinary citizen, 
a treasury to a researcher, and a chamber of horrors to a 
dictator.

bengT hJelmqvisT, as quoTed in Free library oF neW 
hope, WWW.nhslibrary.org

Z

Not only does a library contain “infinite riches in a little 
room,” but we may sit at home and yet be in all quarters 
of the earth.

John lubboCk, THe pleAsures of life

L

The free access to information is not a privilege, but a 
necessity for any free society.

edWard asner

J

Show me a computer expert that gives a damn, and I’ll 
show you a librarian.

paTriCia Wilson berger, cHicAgo Tribune, 29 June 1990
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If truth is beauty, how come no one has their hair done in 
a library?

Jane Wagner, lily quoTes, WWW.lilyTomlin.Com

M

Librarians: more powerful than a Google search, friendlier 
than AskJeeves, and the best natural language processor 
on the market.

eriCa olsen, librarianavengers.org

c

A keePeR oF Books

I’ve traveled the world twice over, 
Met the famous; saints and sinners, 
Poets and artists, kings and queens, 
old stars and hopeful beginners, 
I’ve been where no-one’s been before, 
Learned secrets from writers and cooks 
All with one library ticket 
To the wonderful world of books.

sourCe unknoWn



Liberrian: One who 
picks liberries from 
wild liberry bushes and 
makes a liberry pie.

r. lee hadden,  
as quoTed in librAry Juice,  

12 april 2000
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LIBRARY

Here is where people, 
One frequently finds, 
Lower their voices 
And raise their minds.

riChard armour, ligHT ArMour

K

Classification, broadly defined, is the act of organizing 
the universe of knowledge into some systematic order. It 
has been considered the most fundamental activity of the 
human mind.

lois mai Chan,  
cATAloging And clAssificATion: An inTroducTion

J

It takes daily hands-on skill to go hunting for 
information in just the right way in just the right 
places. It is a special skill that few home computer 
users will ever be able to develop to a professional 
librarian’s level of speed and precision.

Theodore roszak, THe culT of inforMATion
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For the existence of a library, the fact of its existence, is, in 
itself and of itself, an assertion—a proposition nailed like 
Luther’s to the door of time.

arChibald maCleish, “The premise oF meaning”

b

Libraries acquire what we cannot afford, retain what 
we prize and would adore, restore the worn, ignore 
fashion, and repulse prejudice.

William h. gass, as quoTed in  
nsdl wHiTeboArd reporT, november 2003

a

They [librarians] are subversive. You think they’re just 
sitting there at the desk, all quiet, and everything. They’re 
like plotting the revolution, man. I wouldn’t mess with 
them. You know, they’ve had their budgets cut. They’re 
paid nothing. Books are falling apart. The libraries are just 
like the ass end of everything, right?

miChael moore, buzzflAsH, 13 marCh 2002
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A great public library, in its catalogue and its physical 
disposition of its books on shelves, is the monument of 
literary genres.

roberT mélançon, world liTerATure TodAy, spring 1982

o

If your library is not “unsafe,” it probably isn’t doing its job.

John n. berry iii, librAry JournAl, 1 oCTober 1999 

y

Librarians are almost always very helpful and often 
almost absurdly knowledgeable. Their skills are probably 
very underestimated and largely underemployed.

Charles medaWar, THe sociAl AudiT consuMer’s HAndbook

Z

As a child, my number-one best friend was the librarian 
in my grade school. I actually believed that all of those 
books belonged to her.

erma bombeCk
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Anyone who has a 
library and a garden 
wants for nothing.

marCus Tullius CiCero
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Whatever the cost of our libraries, the price is cheap 
compared to that of an ignorant nation.

WalTer CronkiTe

c

The library is our house of intellect, our transcendental 
university, with one exception: no one graduates from a 
library. No one possibly can, and no one should.

varTan gregorian

b

A library is but the soul’s burial-ground. It is the land 
of shadows.

henry Ward beeCher, sTAr pApers

L

When you are growing up, there are two institutional 
places that affect you most powerfully—the church, which 
belongs to God, and the public library, which belongs to 
you. The public library is a great equalizer.

keiTh riChards
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Few people think about the noble role that librarians 
play. our ability to collect, organize, and preserve the 
voices and observations of those who came before us is 
critical to our continued survival as a species.

Joshua allen,  
beTTer living THrougH sofTwAre, 4 January 2003

J

as a general rule, librarians are a kick in the pants 
socially, often full of good humor, progressive, and, 
naturally, well read.

bill hall, AMericAn librAries, January 2002

t

The public library has been historically a vital 
instrument of democracy and opportunity in the 
united states . . . our history has been greatly shaped 
by people who read their way to opportunity and 
achievements in public libraries.

arThur meier sChlesinger Jr., librAry news, WinTer 1982



I thought I’d be a 
librarian until I met 
some crazy ones.

edWard gorey,  
bosTon globe, 17 deCember 1998
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having fun isn’t hard 
when you’ve got a library card.

marC broWn, “arThur’s library song”

o

The library can become a big factor in raising the 
level of intelligence in the country and in developing 
leaders. It can also play a large part in bolstering the 
faith of individuals who feel frustrated and upset by 
the tremendous problems that face the world. The 
more complex the world grows, the more necessary it 
is to spread the knowledge and wisdom to be found in 
books.

ediTh paTTerson meyer, MeeT THe fuTure

L

i deserve a swift kick in the shorts for all the times i’ve 
stubbornly wound my way through the library stacks, 
my mule head leading the way, searching fruitlessly 
for information a librarian could put in my hands in a 
matter of minutes.

miChael perry, HAndbook for freelAnce wriTing
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Readers transform a library from a 
mausoleum into many theaters.

mason Cooley, ciTy ApHorisMs

S

One of the great joys of being a librarian is that it is the last 
refuge of the renaissance person—everything you have ever 
read or learned or picked up is likely to come in handy.

graCeanne a. deCandido,  
“Ten graCes For neW librarians”

Z

Death-of-the-library scenarios define libraries as 
information repositories. If they were no more than 
that, then their eventual displacement by more 
convenient electronic repositories would make 
perfect sense. But the library is a gathering place, too, 
like an old town square or the corner grocer. People 
may go to the library looking mainly for information, 
but they find each other there.

roberT d. puTnam,  
beTTer TogeTHer: resToring THe AMericAn coMMuniTy
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To those with ears to hear, libraries are really very 
noisy places. On their shelves we hear the captured 
voices of the centuries-old conversation that makes 
up our civilization, or any civilization.

TimoThy s. healy, “libraries and learning”

j

In early days, I tried not to give librarians any trouble, 
which was where I made my primary mistake. Librarians 
like to be given trouble; they exist for it, they are geared 
to it. For the location of a mislaid volume, an uncatalogued 
item, your good librarian has a ferret’s nose. Give her a 
scent and she jumps the leash, her eye bright with battle.

CaTherine drinker boWen, AdvenTures of A biogrApHer

N

My library was dukedom large enough.

William shakespeare, THe TeMpesT





The Internet is marvelous, but to 
claim, as some now do, that it’s 
making libraries obsolete is as 
silly as saying shoes have made 
feet unnecessary.

mark y. herring, AMericAn librAries, april 2001
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Defend your local library as if your freedom depended on 
it.

John Jakes

N

If the College of Letters and science is the heart of the 
university, the Library is its soul.

Charles e. young, 
 as quoTed in dAily bruin, 7 deCember 1998

d

The library is meant to satisfy the curiosity of the curious, 
provide a place for the lonely where they may enjoy the 
companionship and warmth of the word. [The library] 
supplies handbooks for the handy, novels for insomniacs, 
scholarship for the scholarly, and makes available works 
of literature to those people they will eventually haunt so 
successfully.

William h. gass, “in deFense oF The book”
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After all, if the library truly wanted order it would have 
one ultimate book on each topic . . . But that is precisely 
what libraries don’t do. Instead, they celebrate the 
multiplicities of meaning by seeking out dissention and 
putting it together, inviting the explorer to make their 
own meaning of it.

barbara FisTer, 
 “libraries and The CarTography oF knoWledge”

s

The library is perhaps the best antidote to the 
insidious influence of the suburban shopping mall. 
As responsible citizens, we need to give the young a 
chance to choose between a video arcade and a reading 
place, a chance to browse in a marketplace of ideas 
instead of a marketplace of goods and services.

sonny yap

t

Libraries are the key to ensuring that the divide between 
information rich and poor is kept as narrow as possible.

lyn allison, inciTe, oCTober 1998



Every library should 
try to be complete on 
something, if it were 
only the history of 
pinheads.
oliver Wendell holmes sr., THe poeT AT THe breAkfAsT TAble
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I ransack public libraries, and find them 
full of sunk treasure.

virginia WoolF, as quoTed in h. lee’s virginiA woolf

N

There is a difference between having access to 
information and having the savvy it takes to interpret it.

CliFFord sToll, HigH TecH HereTic

q

A library represents the mind of its collector, his 
fancies and foibles, his strength and weakness, his 
prejudices and preferences. Particularly is this the case 
if to the character of a collector he adds—or tries to 
add—the qualities of a student who wishes to know 
the books and the lives of the men who wrote them. 
The friendships of his life, the phases of his growth, 
the vagaries of his mind, all are represented.

sir William osler, biblioTHecA osleriAnA
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Where else could a member of the public linger for over 
ten hours without being questioned?

barry boWes, “beTWeen The sTaCks”

V

Libraries are the concert halls  
of the finest voices gathered  
from all times and places.

Jean paul riChTer, Hesperus

h

I knew I would be a librarian in college as a student 
assistant at a reference desk, watching those lovely 
people at work. “I don’t think there is such a book,” a 
patron would begin, and then the librarian would hand it 
to them, that very book. Unromantic? This is a reference 
librarian’s fantasy.

elizabeTh mCCraCken, THe giAnT’s House: A roMAnce





A library should be like a pair  
of open arms.

roger rosenblaTT
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Access to knowledge is the superb, the supreme act 
of truly great civilizations. of all the institutions that 
purport to do this, free libraries stand virtually alone in 
accomplishing this mission.

Toni morrison, aT The neW york publiC library, 1997

J

This will never be a civilized country 

until we expend more money for books  

than we do for chewing gum.

elberT hubbard, THe pHilisTine, June 1907

l

The libraries of America are and must ever remain the 
home of free, inquiring minds. To them, our citizens—
of all ages and races, of all creeds and persuasions—
must be able to turn with clear confidence that there 
they can freely seek the whole truth, unvarnished by 
fashion and uncompromised by expediency.

dWighT d. eisenhoWer, “leTTer To The ameriCan library 
assoCiaTion’s annual ConFerenCe”
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And the smell of the library was always the same—the 
musty odour of old clothes mixed with the keener scent 
of unwashed bodies, creating what the chief librarian 
had once described as “the steam of the social soup.”

peTer aCkroyd, cHATTerTon

S

Libraries are the “Index to the World.”

John CoTTon dana

N

scholars easily forget that they are locked in 
coevolution with the life-forms that sustain their 
thought. In particular, they often neglect the evolution 
of libraries as a vital aspect of their own survival  
. . . in this movement toward collective deliberation, 
librarians will have to take the lead . . . Librarians . . . 
are more likely to see the implications of the coming 
transformations for the entire educational community  
. . . our coevolutionary fate is in your hands.

TimoThy C. Weiskel,  
college And reseArcH librAries, november 1986



When life seems not worth living, 
ten minutes in the library proves 
otherwise.

miv sChaaF
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A library is that venerable place where men preserve the 
history of their experience, their tentative experiments, 
their discoveries, and their plans. . . . In books may be 
found the recipes for daily living—the prescriptions for the 
mind and the heart.

georges duhamel, in defence of leTTers

A

since my family did not own many books, or have the 
money for a child to buy them, it was good to know 
that solely by virtue of my municipal citizenship I 
had access to any book I wanted from that grandly 
austere building downtown . . . no less satisfying 
was the idea of communal ownership, property held 
in common for the common good. Why I had to care 
for the books I borrowed, return them unscarred and 
on time, was because they weren’t mine alone, they 
were everybody’s. That idea had as much to do with 
civilizing me as any I was ever to come upon in the 
books themselves.

philip roTh, new york TiMes, 1 marCh 1969
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My pen is my harp and my lyre; my library 
is my garden and my orchard.

Judah ha-levi, as quoTed in ronald h. isaaCs’s  
life’s liTTle book of big JewisH Advice

C

So where do you go to find a researcher who is 
intelligent, imaginative, skilled in the use of 
computers, devoted to discovering the truth, and 
knowledgeable about science, technology, history, 
and literature, and who usually works for dirt and 
gets credit for nothing? After lunch I drove to the city 
library . . .

James lee burke, lAsT cAr To elysiAn fields

1

Never lend books—nobody ever returns them, the only 
books that I have in my library are those which other folks 
have lent me.

anaTole FranCe



Some speculate that 
[catalogers] are aliens 
from a faraway galaxy 
who have come to earth 
to tidy things up a bit.

Will manley, AMericAn librAries, July/augusT 1994
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No place affords a more striking 
conviction of the vanity of human 
hopes than a public library.

samuel Johnson, THe rAMbler, 23 marCh 1751

3

I always tell people that I became a writer not 
because I went to school but because my mother took 
me to the library. I wanted to become a writer so I 
could see my name in the card catalog.

sandra Cisneros

K

A library implies an act of faith.

viCTor hugo, “Juin” From l’Annee Terrible

B

The development of the so-called electronic library in 
higher education will impose even greater demands 
on academic librarians for, the less visible the 
medium, the greater the need for the intermediary.

allen b. veaner, college And reseArcH librAries, may 1985
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The Web is cool, but the library is magic. Where else 
can the spirit of generations of writers stir your soul? 
So many writers talk about libraries setting them 
on their magical paths, it’s almost a groaner. But we 
know it’s true. Wander through the stacks and you can 
feel the dreams, the unique worlds bubbling within 
each volume. The magic enters you as if by osmosis. 
On the Web, you may feel clever, lucky and driven to 
download—but rarely inspired to dream and to write.

arThur ploTnik, THe wriTer MAgAzine, november 2003

L

The library profession is . . . a profession that is 
informed, illuminated, radiated by a fierce and 
beautiful love of books. A love so overwhelming that 
it engulfs community after community and makes the 
culture of our time distinctive, individual, creative and 
truly of the spirit.

FranCes Clark sayers, suMMoned by books





Borrowers of books—those  
mutilators of collections, spoilers 
of the symmetry of shelves, and 
creators of odd volumes.

Charles lamb, essAys of eliA
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The minute I tell anybody that I’m a librarian, they look 
at me as if I were the last rose of summer . . . I wouldn’t 
ordinarily get so personal about myself, except that I think 
it’s high time somebody made it clear that librarians are 
people. We do not wear our hair in little buns. Some of 
us don’t even need glasses . . . What I am trying to say is 
there are married librarians, engaged librarians, librarians 
who are mothers, even beautiful librarians.

harrieT Frank Jr., THe girl wiTH THe glow

K

our library has the most effective search engines yet 
invented—librarians.

William r. brody, JHu gAzeTTe, 6 deCember 2004

o

A library is an arsenal of liberty.

sourCe unknoWn
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The best of my education has come from the public library  
. . . my tuition fee is a bus fare and once in a while, five 
cents for an overdue book. You d on’t need to know very 
much to start with, if you know the way to the public library.

lesley Conger

a

Perhaps no place in any community is so totally 
democratic as the town library. The only entrance 
requirement is interest.

lady bird Johnson

d

[The library’s] real virtue is . . . it preserves error as 
well as truth and nonsense as well as sense.

harry golden

g

[Y]ou do not really leave a library; if you do what it 
wants you to do, then you are taking it with you.

elie Wiesel, as quoTed in librAry Juice, 23 augusT 2000



A university is just a group of 
buildings gathered around a library. 
The library is the university.

shelby FooTe, THe civil wAr: A nArrATive
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Libraries are like a frosty glass of milk for the 
American soul—tasty, wholesome, mother-approved 
and more importantly, a necessary part of a healthy 
intellectual life.

ediTorial, georgeTown voice, 7 april 2005

Q

if past history was all there was to the game,  
the richest people would be librarians.

Warren buFFeTT, 
 as quoTed in The wAsHingTon posT, 17 april 1988

Z

A good library will never be too neat, or too dusty, 
because somebody will always be in it, taking books 
off the shelves and staying up late reading them.

lemony sniCkeT, THe ersATz elevATor

o

The function of a great library is to store obscure books.

niCholson baker, new yorker, 4 april 1994
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The role of a librarian is to make sense of the world  
of information. if that’s not a qualification for 
superhero-dom, what is?

nanCy pearl, as quoTed in seATTle TiMes, 10 July 2003

N

now, when I read constantly about the way in which 
library funds are being cut and cut, I can only think 
that the door is closing and that American society has 
found one more way to destroy itself.

isaaC asimov, i, AsiMov

k

My grandma always said that god made libraries so 
that people didn’t have any excuse to be stupid.

Joan bauer, rules of THe roAd

q

The most important asset of any library goes home at 
night—the library staff.

TimoThy s. healy, as quoTed in librAry JournAl, 1 april 2003
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A library is the door to many lives.

sharon CreeCh, nylA bulleTin, oCTober/november 2001

K

Libraries can be an indispensable service in lifting the 
dead weight of poverty and ignorance.

FranCis keppel, address, ala annual ConFerenCe, 1964

s

It’s funny that we think of libraries as quiet demure 
places where we are shushed by dusty, bun-balancing, 
bespectacled women. The truth is libraries are raucous 
clubhouses for free speech, controversy and community. 
Librarians have stood up to the Patriot Act, sat down 
with noisy toddlers and reached out to illiterate adults. 
Libraries can never be shushed.

paula poundsTone, as quoTed in Friends oF libraries 
u.s.a., WWW.Folusa.org



A library is a temple unabridged 
with priceless treasure.

Librarians are the majesties who 
loan the jewels of measure.

They welcome to the kingdom the 
young and old of reapers

and reign among the riches as the 
wondrous keystone keepers.

Pam muñoz Ryan, aaSL ConfeRenCe, 2003
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our whole American way of life is a great war of ideas, 
and librarians are the arms dealers selling weapons to 
both sides.

James quinn, 1990 WesTpaC/noCall JoinT meeTing

G

From his refined accent, quiet voice and apparent 
omniscience, I took him for a librarian.

george orWell, THe roAd To wigAn pier diAry

B

Without libraries what have we?  
We have no past and no future.

ray bradbury

2

Reference librarians are a library’s eyes and ears.

Charles W. bailey Jr., “The role oF reFerenCe librarians 
 in insTiTuTional reposiTories”
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We know that without libraries, without education, 
which is based largely on libraries, we cannot have an 
educated people who will carry on successfully our 
form of government.

eleanor roosevelT, “WhaT libraries mean To The naTion”

d

A good librarian knows that the best way to file a book is 
to understand how a reader would classify it themselves.

roger Warner, “librarians are The neW napoleons”

g

Believers and doers are what we need—faithful 
librarians who are humble in the presence of books . . . 
To be in a library is one of the purest of all experiences. 
This awareness of a library’s unique, even sacred 
nature, is what should be instilled in our neophytes.

laWrenCe Clark poWell, A pAssion for books



I think we need public libraries in the 
same way we need wilderness. Both 
are sanctuaries of a king. Both are 
storehouses of diversity.

anna kirkpaTriCk, “rounding ouT The summer”
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Book lovers will understand me, and they will know 
too, that part of the pleasure of a library lies in its very 
existence.

Jan morris

b

He that revels in a well-chosen library has innumerable 
dishes, all of admirable flavour.

William godWin, THe enQuirer

m

If we didn’t have libraries, many people thirsty for 
knowledge would dehydrate.

megan Jo TeTriCk

y

existing libraries, in their very being, seem to question 
the authority of those in power.

alberTo manguel, index on censorsHip, marCh 1999
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Libraries are the wardrobes of literature; whence men 
properly informed may bring forth something for 
ornament, much for curiosity, and more for use.

george dyer,  
HisTory of THe universiTy And colleges of cAMbridge

o

The impious maintain that nonsense is normal in the 
Library and that reasonable (or even humble and pure 
coherence) is a miraculous exception.

Jorge luis borges, THe librAry of bAbel

k

Were this library built and the fond mother would say, 
“Where is my boy tonight?” and the response should be, 
“He is at the Library,” she could thank God that he is 
where no harm would come him.

d. C. sWan WinTersmiTh



To my thinking, a great librarian 
must have a clear head, a strong 
hand, and above all, a great heart 
. . . and i am inclined to think that 
most of the men who achieve this 
greatness will be women.

melvil deWey, librAry JournAl, January 1899
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Librarianship has for its purpose the maintenance 
of the part of the life of the individual which is the 
activity of thinking freely.

a. broadField, A pHilosopHy of librAriAnsHip

k

For those without money, the road to the treasure house 
of the imagination begins at the public library.

peTe hamill, new york dAily news, 25 February 2002

V

. . . that perfect tranquility of life, which is nowhere to 
be found but in retreat, a faithful friend, and a good 
library.

aphra behn, THe lucky MisTAke

j

When I step into this library, I cannot understand why I 
ever step out of it.

marie de sévigné, leTTers of MAdAMe de sévigné  
To Her dAugHTer And Her friends
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There is not such a cradle of democracy upon the earth 
as the Free Public Library, this republic of letters, 
where neither rank, office, nor wealth receives the 
slightest consideration.

andreW Carnegie

3

A public library is the most enduring of memorials, the 
trustiest monument for the presentation of an event or a 
name or an affection; for it, and it only, is respected by 
wars and revolutions, and survives them.

mark TWain, “leTTer To The milliCenT library,”  
22 February 1894

y

The love of learning,  
the sequestered nooks,  
and all the sweet serenity of books.

henry WadsWorTh longFelloW, “moriTuri saluTamus”



i must say that i find television 
very educational. The minute 
somebody turns it on, i go to the 
library and read a book.

grouCho marx
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of all the professions, librarianship is probably 
the most derivative and synthetic, and is the most 
dependent upon the more formal disciplines for its 
own theoretical structure and its corpus of practice. 
In the past librarians have been disposed to view 
this characteristic as a fundamental weakness, and 
it has therefore generated a considerable feeling of 
professional inferiority. Yet this very quality has 
given librarianship a uniquely strategic position of 
leadership in the integration of human knowledge, 
and it could make of librarianship a great unifying 
force, not only in the world of scholarship, but also 
throughout all human life.

Jesse shera,  
THe foundATions for educATion in librAriAnsHip

K

Librarians see themselves as the guardians of the First 
Amendment. You got a thousand Mother Joneses at the 
barricades! I love the librarians, and I am grateful for 
them!

miChael moore, salon, 7 January 2002
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I’m not comfortable being preachy, but more people need 
to start spending as much time in the library as they do on 
the basketball court.

kareem abdul-Jabbar

e

when the lights go out in our libraries, the Dark ages 
are coming again!

miTCh hager, as quoTed in g. edWard niChols’s  
THe norMAn williAMs public librAry

1

There was one place where I could find out who I was 
and what I was going to become. And that was the Public 
Library.

Jerzy kosinski,  
TesTimonial For The neW york publiC library

C

Libraries are fun, educational, and the biggest bargain  
on the face of the earth.

madeline albrighT,  
keynoTe address, ala annual ConFerenCe, 2006
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I have never met a public librarian who approved of 
censorship or one who failed to practice it in some 
measure.

leon Carnovsky, librAry QuArTerly 20 (1950)

Z

To furnish the means of acquiring knowledge is the 
greatest benefit that can be conferred upon mankind. It 
prolongs life itself and enlarges the sphere of existence.

John quinCy adams,  
nATionAl inTelligencer, 17 February 1836

k

To me, nothing can be more important than giving 
children books. It’s better to be giving books to children 
than drug treatment to them when they’re 15 years old. 
Did it ever occur to anyone that if you put nice libraries in 
public schools you wouldn’t have to put them in prisons?

Fran leboWiTz,  
as quoTed in The new york TiMes, 10 augusT 1994





I mourn the loss of the old card 
catalogs, not because I’m a 
luddite, but because the oaken 
trays of yesteryear offered the 
researcher an element of random 
utility and felicitous surprise 
through encounters with adjacent 
cards, information by chance 
that is different in kind from the 
computer’s ramified but rigid 
order.

annie proulx, “on The road To prose”
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I pray that no child of mine would ever descend into such 
a place as a library. They are indeed most dangerous 
places and unfortunate is she or he who is lured into such 
a hellhole of enjoyment, stimulus, facts, passion and fun.

Willy russell

Q

The three most important documents a free society gives 
are a birth certificate, a passport, and a library card.

e. l. doCToroW, new york TiMes, 27 marCh 1994

S

What a place to be in is an old library! It seems 
as though all the souls of all the writers that have 
bequeathed their labours to these Bodleians were 
reposing here as in some dormitory, or middle state. 
I do not want to handle, to profane the leaves, their 
winding-sheets. I could as soon dislodge a shade. I 
seem to inhale learning, walking amid their foliage; 
and the odor of their old moth-scented coverings is 
fragrant as the first bloom of the sciential apples which 
grew amid the happy orchard.

Charles lamb, essAys of eliA
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Libraries give students and faculties a contact with the 
great minds of the past, a contact that is at the heart of 
all learning.

John p. raynor

U

There it is: that wonderful library smell. How could I have 
forgotten it? The feel of libraries—the way they look, 
smell, sound—lingers intensely as the memories of a 
fierce first love.

susan allen ToTh, reAding rooMs

n

Librarians don’t have a lot of status, and we don’t make 
a lot of money, more than poets, but not so much, say, 
as your more successful panhandlers, so our ideals are 
important to us and the love of books and the love of 
knowledge and the love of truth and free information 
and letting people discover things for themselves . . .

larry beinharT, THe librAriAn



As the strata of the earth preserve 
in succession the living creatures 
of past epochs, so the shelves of 
libraries preserve in succession 
the errors of the past and their 
expectations, which like the 
former were very lively and 
made a great commotion in their 
own age but now stand petrified 
and stiff in place where only the 
literary paleontologist regards 
them.

arThur sChopenhauer, essAys And ApHorisMs
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He is wise who knows the sources  
of knowledge—where it is written  
and where it is to be found.

a. a. hodge

C

Blaming the library for exposure to pornography is like 
blaming the lake if your child walks up to it alone, falls in 
and then drowns.

david saWyer, spokesMAn-review, 18 deCember 2000

X

The library is not only there as a socially owned and 
governed institution, a true people’s information 
service; it is staffed by men and women who maintain 
high respect for intellectual values. Because they 
are also the traditional keepers of the books, the 
librarians have a healthy sense of the hierarchical 
relationship between data and ideas, facts and 
knowledge.

Theodore roszak, THe culT of inforMATion
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Librarians are from Venus; Technologists are from 
Mars.

doug Johnson, TecHnology connecTion, may-June 1998

l

A library doesn’t need windows. A library is a window.

sTeWarT brand, How buildings leArn

t

Thou can’st not die.  
Here thou art more than safe  
where every book is thy epitaph.

henry vaughan, “on sir Thomas bodley’s library”

n

The closest we will ever come to an orderly universe 
is a good library.

ashleigh brillianT, poT-sHoTs



Information is a basic human right 
and the fundamental foundation 
for the formation of democratic 
institutions.

nelson mandela
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My childhood library was small enough not to be 
intimidating. And yet I felt the whole world was 
contained in those two rooms. I could walk any aisle 
and smell wisdom.

riTa dove

J

The death of a library, any library, suggests that the 
community has lost its soul.

kurT vonneguT Jr., HArTford courAnT, 31 January 1995

o

It seems to me that libraries stand, above all, for the 
enlightened and rational notion that human beings 
are improved by the acquisition of knowledge and 
information and that no bar should be placed in  
their way.

miChael gorman, “The value and values oF libraries”
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Libraries store the energy that fuels the imagination. They 
open up windows to the world and inspire us to explore 
and achieve, and contribute to improving our quality of 
life. Libraries change lives for the better.

sidney sheldon

L

A great library contains the diary of 
the human race.

george merCer daWson, address,  
opening oF The birmingham Free library, 26 oCTober 1866

t

Librarians are not just gatekeepers to knowledge, they are 
what the American Indians used to call their special sages 
who preserved the oral legends of a tribe: dreamkeepers.

James h. billingTon,  
address, ala annual ConFerenCe, 1999



I have always  
imagined that 
Paradise will be  
some kind of  
library.

Jorge luis borges, “poem oF The giFTs”
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B I o g r a p h I C a l 
d I C t I o n a ry

aBdul-JaBBar, KareeM (1947–) American professional basketball player

acKroyd, Peter (1949–) english author

adaMs, John Quincy (1767–1848) sixth president of the United states

alBright, Madeline (1937–) American professor and U.s. secretary of state

allen, Joshua American program manager and software blogger

allison, lyn (1946–) Australian politician and senator

arMour, richard (1906–1989) American poet and author

asiMov, isaac (1920–1992) russian-born American author and professor

asner, edward (1929–) American actor

Bacon , francis (1561–1626) english philosopher, statesman, and author

Bailey, charles w., Jr. (1950–) American librarian and author

BaKer, nicholson (1957–) American author

Bauer, Joan (1951–) American author of young adult literature

Beecher, henry ward (1813–1887) American abolitionist, social reformer, 
and congregationalist clergyman

Behn, aPhra (1640–1689) english author and dramatist

Beinhart, larry American author

Ben-gurion, david (1886–1973) First prime minister of israel
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Berger, Patricia wilson American librarian and 1989–90 president of the 
American Library Association

Berry, John n., iii (1933–) American editor of Library Journal

Billington, JaMes h. (1929–) American author, professor, and Librarian of 
congress

BoMBecK, erMa (1927–1996) American humorist and columnist

Borges, Jorge luis (1899–1986) Argentine author

Bowen, catherine drinKer (1897–1973) American biographer

Bowes, Barry english author

BradBury, ray (1920–) American science fiction writer

Brand, stewart (1938–) American author, editor, and creator of The Whole 
Earth Catalog

Brilliant, ashleigh (1933–) english-born author and cartoonist

Broadfield, a. British librarian and author

Brody, williaM r. (1944–) American professor of radiology and engineering 
and president of Johns hopkins University

Brown, Marc (1946–) American children’s book author

Buffett, warren (1930–) American investor, businessman, and 
philanthropist

BurKe, JaMes lee (1936–) American mystery writer

carnegie, andrew (1835–1919) scottish-born industrialist, businessman, 
and philanthropist

carnovsKy, leon (1903–1975) American librarian, editor, and professor

chaMBerlain, JosePh (1836–1914) British politician, businessman, and 
statesman
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chafee, Zechariah, Jr. (1885–1957) American legal scholar, philosopher, 
and civil libertarian

chan, lois Mai (1934–) American author and professor of library science

ciardi, John (1916–1986) American poet, translator, and etymologist

cicero, Marcus tullius (106 Bc–43 Bc) roman statesman, lawyer, and 
philosopher

cisneros, sandra (1954–) American novelist, poet, and short story writer

cooley, Mason (1927–2002) American aphorist and professor of english

conger, lesley American writer

cousins, norMan (1915–1990) American political journalist, professor, and 
world peace advocate

creech, sharon (1945–) American children’s book author

cronin, Blaise (1949–) irish author, editor, and professor of information 
science

cronKite, walter (1916–) American broadcast journalist

dana, John cotton (1856–1929) American librarian and museum 
director

dawson, george Mercer (1849–1901) canadian scientist and surveyor

decandido, graceanne a. American writer, teacher, and librarian

dewey, Melvil (1851–1931) American librarian and inventor of the Dewey 
Decimal classification system

doctorow, e. l. (1931–) American author

dove, rita (1952–) Pulitzer Prize–winning American poet and author

duhaMel, georges (1884–1966) French author
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dunne, finley Peter (1867–1936) American journalist and humorist

dyer, george (1755–1841) english classicist and author

eco, uMBerto (1932–) italian medievalist, novelist, and philosopher

eisenhower, dwight d. (1890–1969) general of the U.s. Army and 
thirty-fourth president of the United states

eMerson, ralPh waldo (1803–1882) American essayist, philosopher, poet, 
and leader of the transcendentalist movement

esar, evan (1899–1995) American humorist

fister, BarBara American librarian and author

fitZgerald, f. scott (1896–1940) American novelist and short story writer

foote, shelBy (1916–2005) American novelist and civil War historian

forBes, MalcolM (1919–1990) American publisher of Forbes magazine

france, anatole (1844–1924) nobel Prize–winning French poet, 
journalist, and novelist

franK, harriet, Jr. (1917–) American screenwriter and producer

gass, williaM h. (1924–) American novelist, short story writer, critic, and 
philosophy professor

godwin, williaM (1756–1836) english journalist, political philosopher, and 
novelist

golden, harry (1902–1981) American Jewish writer and newspaper 
publisher

golKin, Peter (1966–) U.s. museum spokesperson

gorey, edward (1925–2000) American writer and artist

gorMan, Michael (1941–) english-born American librarian and author
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gregorian, vartan (1934–) American academic and president of the 
carnegie corporation of new york

hadden, r. lee (1951–) American librarian

hall, Bill (1937–) American humorist, editor, and writer

haMill, Pete (1935–) American journalist, essayist, and novelist

healy, tiMothy s. (1923–1992) Jesuit priest and president of both 
georgetown University and new york Public Library

herBert, anne (1952–) American writer and assistant editor of CoEvolution 
Quarterly

herring, MarK y. (1952–) American librarian

hJelMQvist, Bengt (1903–) swedish librarian, writer, and developer of 
Anglo-scandinavian public library conferences

hodge, a. a. (1823–1886) American Presbyterian leader

holMes, oliver wendell, sr. (1809–1894) American physician, poet, and 
essayist

huBBard, elBert (1856–1915) American writer, publisher, artist, and 
philosopher

hughes, roBert (1938–) Australian-born author and art critic

hughes, ted (1930–1998) english poet and children’s book author

hugo, victor (1802–1885) French poet, novelist, and statesman

iBn tiBBon, Judah (ca. 1150–1230) Jewish philosopher and doctor

JaKes, John (1932–) American fiction writer

Johnson, doug (1952–) American writer, speaker, and technology/library 
consultant
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Johnson, lady Bird (1912–2007) American entrepreneur and First Lady 
of the United states

Johnson, saMuel (1709–1784) english author

Judah ha-levi (ca. 1075–1141) spanish Jewish philosopher and poet

Keillor, garrison (1942–) American radio personality, storyteller, and 
humorist

Kennedy, John f. (1917–1963) Thirty-fifth president of the United states

KePPel, francis (1916–1990) American educator and U.s. commissioner of 
education

Kingsolver, BarBara (1955–) American writer

KirKPatricK, anna canadian library patron

Klein, naoMi (1970–) canadian journalist, author, and activist

KoontZ, dean (1945–) American novelist

KosinsKi, JerZy (1933–1991) Polish-born American novelist

laMB, charles (1775–1834) english essayist

l’aMour, louis (1908–1988) American western novelist

leBowitZ, fran (1950–) American author

longfellow, henry wadsworth (1807–1882) American poet and 
educator

luBBocK, John (1834–1913) english banker, politician, biologist, and 
archaeologist

Maclean, norMan (1902–1990) American author and scholar

Macleish, archiBald (1892–1982) American poet, writer, and Librarian of 
congress
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Mandela, nelson (1918–) President of south Africa and anti-apartheid 
activist

Manguel, alBerto (1948–) Argentine-born writer, translator, and editor

Manley, will (1949–) American Libraries columnist and librarian

MárQueZ villanueva, francisco (1931–) spanish-born author and 
professor of romance literature

Martin, roBert s. American librarian, archivist, administrator, and educator

Marx, groucho (1890–1977) American comedian and film star

MccracKen, eliZaBeth (1966–) American author

Medawar, charles english writer and specialist on medical policy and 
drug safety

Mélançon, roBert (1947–) French canadian author and scholar

Meyer, edith Patterson (1895–1993) American librarian, editor, and 
children’s book author

Moore, Michael (1954–) American filmmaker, author, and political 
commentator

Morris, Jan (1926–) British historian, author, and travel writer

Morrison, toni (1931–) nobel Prize–winning American author, editor, and 
professor

Moyers, Bill (1934–) American journalist and public commentator

niger, saMuel (1883–1955) yiddish literary critic

oBaMa, BaracK (1961–) U.s. senator and forty-fourth president of the 
United states

olsen, erica User experience designer for second Life, and creator of 
LibrarianAvengers.org
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ortega y gasset, José (1883–1955) spanish philosopher

orwell, george (1903–1950) english author

osler, williaM (1849–1919) Physician, professor, and president of the 
Bibliographical society, 1913–1918

Pearl, nancy (1945–) American librarian, author, and literary critic

Perry, Michael (1964–) American humorist and author

PlotniK, arthur American editor and author

Poundstone, Paula (1959–) American comedian

Powell, lawrence clarK (1906–2001) American librarian, literary critic, 
and author

Proulx, annie (1935–) American journalist and author

PutnaM, roBert d. (1941–) American political scientist and professor

Quinn, JaMes American librarian

raynor, John P. (1923–1997) American priest and president of marquette 
University

richards, Keith (1943–) english guitarist, songwriter, and member of the 
rolling stones

richter, Jean Paul (1763–1825) german author

roosevelt, eleanor (1884–1962) American author, politician, and First 
Lady of the United states

rosenBlatt, roger American journalist, author, commentator, and 
professor

rosZaK, theodore (1933–) American scholar and author

roth, PhiliP (1933–) American novelist

rowan, carl (1925–2000) American journalist and public servant
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rundMan, Jonathan American singer and songwriter

russell, willy (1947–) British playwright, screenwriter, author, and lyricist

ryan, PaM MuñoZ (1951–) American author

sagan, carl (1934–1996) American astronomer, astrochemist, and author

sawyer, david American columnist and mayor of sandpoint, idaho

sayers, frances clarKe (1897–1989) American children’s book author, 
librarian, and educator

schaaf, Miv (d.1998) historical preservationist and Los Angeles Times 
columnist

schoPenhauer, arthur (1788–1860) german philosopher

schlesinger, arthur Meier, Jr. (1917–2007) American historian and 
social critic

sévigné, Marie de (1626–1696) French aristocrat

shaKesPeare, williaM (1564–1616) english poet and playwright

sheldon, sidney (1971–2007) American novelist, playwright, and 
screenwriter

shera, Jesse (1903–1982) American librarian and information scientist

siZer, theodore (1932–) American leader of educational reform

snicKet, leMony (1970–) American author and screenwriter

stoll, clifford American astronomer, computer expert, and author

taylor, Bayard (1825–1878) American poet, translator, and travel writer

tennant, roy American librarian

tetricK, Megan Jo American library patron

thoMas, richard f. (1950–) english-born author and professor of classics
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tona, Beverly American journalist

toth, susan allen (1940–) American writer

twain, MarK (1835–1910) American humorist, author, and lecturer

vaughan, henry (1622–1695) Welsh metaphysical poet and medical 
practitioner

veaner, allen B. (1929–) American librarian and author

vonnegut, Kurt, Jr. (1922–2007) American author

wagner, Jane (1935–) American producer, director, and Lily tomlin’s 
comedy writer

warner, roger english author and director of squiz.net

weeKs, linton (1951–) American journalist and editor

weisKel, tiMothy c. American professor, historian, and social 
anthropologist

west, JessaMyn (1968–) American librarian, blogger, and creator of 
Librarian.net

white, herBert s. (1927–) American writer and professor of library and 
information science

wiesel, elie (1928–) Jewish writer, professor, political activist, and nobel 
Laureate

wintersMith, d. c. swan (1839–1912) U.s. postmaster

woolf, virginia (1882–1941) english novelist and essayist

young, charles e. (1931–) American professor and president of both 
UcLA and the University of Florida
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The gathering of quotes for this book would have been a more difficult process 
had it not been for the compilation work of others. The following books and 
websites were very useful in assembling this material:

Brainy Quote—www.brainyquote.com

Collection of librarian Quotations—www.angelfire.com/tx/statBook/
libquot1.html

Favorite library Quotes—http://homepages.gac.edu/~mtwait/favquotes.htm

goodreads—www.goodreads.com

Imagi-natives—http://imagi-natives.com

library Jokes and Funs—www.librarybliss.com

library, librarian, and librarianship Quotes—http://lis.gse.buffalo.edu/
faculty/ellison/quotes/

Quotable Quotes about libraries—www.ala.org/ala/aboutala/offices/ola/
salquotablequotes.cfm

Quotations about libraries and librarians—www.ifla.org/i/humour/ 
subj.htm

Quote garden—www.quotegarden.com/libraries.html

Quotes on reading and literacy—www.literacyla.org/quotes.htm

Thinkexist—http://thinkexist.com

Valenza, Joyce K.—Power Tools Recharged. chicago: American Library 
Association—2004.

Wikiquote—http://en.wikiquote.org



As you enter the library, prepare yourself for a grand 
adventure . . . for inside lies the entire world just waiting to 
be explored.

TaTyana eCksTrand

p

Catalogers are some of the few 

professionals who take pride in being anal.

TaTyana eCksTrand



tatyana ecKstrand is a project manager and senior cataloger at 
The Donohue group in Windsor, connecticut, a contract cataloging 
firm serving libraries and museums. For twelve years of her career, she 
supervised technical services departments of academic libraries. she 
has an mLs from the University of Buffalo and a BA from Kenyon 
college. eckstrand contributed to The Bibliography of Gay and Lesbian 
Art (cAA, 1994) and to the University of california–san Diego 
Library’s reference guides to Feminist Theory and gay and Lesbian 
studies.



The Back Page: Readers can discover everything from the meager to 
the important in Bill Ott’s The Back Page, part readers’ advisory and 
part commentary on the world of books and literature, good and not so 
good. Filled with humor and occasional defiance of the conventional, this 
book will delight readers with anecdotes, stories, quizzes, and a host of 
insights into what makes books what they are—those wonderful and 
magical sources of great thoughts.

The Library: In this remarkable story, Stuart A. P. Murray traces the 
history of the library from its very beginnings in ancient Babylon and 
Alexandria to some of the greatest contemporary institutions—the Royal 
Society of London, the Newberry Library, the Smithsonian Institution, 
and many others. Nearly two hundred color and black-and-white photos 
illustrate the fascinating progress of the institution we know today as the 
library.

The Whole Library Handbook 4: Readers will find fascinating bits of trivia, 
as well as humorous sections like “How Many Academic Librarians 
Does It Take to Change a Lightbulb?” and “Advice from Naughty Library 
Assistants.” Also included are thoughtful essays and reprints of important 
journal articles by noted experts. Full of lists, contacts, resources, and 
additional references, The Whole Library Handbook 4 answers all types of 
library-related questions in a one-stop, must-have guide!

Sacred Stacks: Maxwell’s down-to-earth candor combined with scholarly 
insight is designed to inspire and enlighten her library colleagues. 
Drawing from history, sociology, and philosophy, Sacred Stacks voices 
the importance of the library profession and libraries as community 
institutions in a secular time. Librarians, LIS students and educators, and 
trustees can step into these sacred stacks to reignite meaning in their 
everyday work.

You may also be interested in

Check out these and other great titles at www.alastore.ala.org!



Celebrate librarianship and the love of libraries with this 

charming collection of quotes! Tatyana Eckstrand has com-

piled nearly two hundred insightful, thought-provoking, and in -

s piring aphorisms about the library profession.

Writers from Shakespeare to Ray Bradbury and librarians 

from John Cotton Dana to Nancy Pearl are gathered together 

to sing the praises of librarians’ skills and values and the amazing 

institutions they support. Citations are provided to the original 

source material, and a handy biographical dictionary provides 

background on individuals who may not be household names. 

With its broad selection of sayings that pay honor to their work 

and commitment, The Librarian’s Book of Quotes is a perfect gift 

for information professionals and lovers of libraries.

      

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, IL 60611
1-866-SHOP ALA (1-866-746-7252)
www.alastore.ala.org
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